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OPEN HOUSE/BOOK LAUNCH FOR LOCAL AUTHOR KEVIN HARMON
Peoria, IL – An Open House/Book Launch for Kevin Harmon, local author of The Archangel Response, will
be Sunday, March 18 from 12 noon until 3 pm at Agatucci’s Restaurant, 2607 N. University St., Peoria.
For a suggested donation of $25 per person, guests can stop by and enjoy Agatucci’s famous pizza,
beverages, meet Kevin and receive a copy of the The Archangel Response. Kids under 16 can dine for $5
each.
Proceeds from the Open House/Book launch will be used to further publicize Kevin’s self-published book
on a regional and national level. Kevin, quadriplegic since the age of 26, wrote the novel over a span of
10 years using voice recognition software. Now 43, he is excited to share his passion for writing with the
world. He was recently profiled by Phil Luciano in the Peoria Journal Star, which can be accessed by
clicking HERE.
This is Kevin’s first novel, a political thriller which is enjoying substantial local as well as online success.
The Archangel Response tells the story of mysterious billionaire Michael Cavanaugh, founder of one of
the world’s largest tech companies. With the aid of a former CIA case officer and his longtime mentor,
Michael operates a clandestine organization that protects his company from a global network of
intellectual-property pirates who want what he has, even if they have to kill to get it. The shocking
account moves quickly from a defiled Russian monastery to an exploding supertanker in Hong Kong’s
Victoria Harbor, through the corrupt halls of government in Washington DC to Spain's Running of the
Bulls.
For more information about Kevin’s Open House/Book Launch contact Nicole at 309.682.7500. For more
about Kevin and The Archangel Response, visit www.kevinharmon.com.
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